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Abstract: The first time-resolved x-ray/optical pump-probe experiments at 

the SLAC Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) used a combination of 

feedback methods and post-analysis binning techniques to synchronize an 

ultrafast optical laser to the linac-based x-ray laser. Transient molecular 

nitrogen alignment revival features were resolved in time-dependent x-ray-

induced fragmentation spectra. These alignment features were used to find 

the temporal overlap of the pump and probe pulses. The strong-field 

dissociation of x-ray generated quasi-bound molecular dications was used 

to establish the residual timing jitter. This analysis shows that the relative 

arrival time of the Ti:Sapphire laser and the x-ray pulses had a distribution 

with a standard deviation of approximately 120 fs. The largest contribution 

to the jitter noise spectrum was the locking of the laser oscillator to the 

reference RF of the accelerator, which suggests that simple technical 

improvements could reduce the jitter to better than 50 fs. 
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1. Introduction 

Significant advances have been made over the last ten years in the development of sub-

picosecond x-ray free-electron lasers (xFEL), which can resolve and track atomic motion 

within molecules during a photo-chemical reaction. One such xFEL, the Linac Coherent Light 

Source (LCLS) at the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory lies at the forefront, producing 

pulses shorter than ten femtoseconds with peak x-ray powers of up to 10 gigawatts, and pulse 

energies over 1 mJ in the range from 500 eV to more than 9 keV, pulse widths of several 

hundred to less than 10 fs, and pulse repetition rates from 30 Hz to 120 Hz [1–3]. The LCLS 

is the world’s first hard x-ray laser with photon energies in the keV regime making it an 

excellent tool to study femtosecond molecular dynamics with atomic site specificity [4]. 

The first user commissioning operations of the LCLS in the fall of 2009 concentrated on 

atomic [5] and molecular [6,7] spectroscopy. These experimental campaigns included the first 

time-resolved x-ray/optical and optical/x-ray pump-probe experiments, which were 

performed on molecular N2. Most ultrafast experiments rely on pump-probe techniques, in 

which dynamics are initiated by a short laser “pump” pulse and the evolution of the dynamics 

is probed by a second “probe” pulse after a variable time delay. The time resolution of 

measurements is limited by the temporal jitter between the two pulses, which can reach the 

attosecond domain if the pump and probe are derived from the same laser by means of a 

beam-splitter and path-length delay lines [8,9]. The situation is much more difficult when 

synchronizing physically dissimilar lasers that are not optically synchronized such as an 

amplified Ti:Sapphire laser and a xFEL. 

The first level of synchronization uses conventional feedback techniques to stabilize the 

laser pulse arrival time relative to the radio frequency (RF) that drives the accelerator. This 

has lead to a timing stability of better than 1 picosecond (ps) at the LCLS. However, at a 

linear accelerator, the electron pulses arrival times exhibit an inherent timing “jitter” relative 

to the accelerator RF due to a number of factors: Thermal fluctuations can change the 

dimensions of the accelerator; noise and drift in the RF distribution network also affect the 

synchronization. Energy jitter in the electrons converts to timing jitter in the magnetic chicane 

compressors. All of these residual timing shifts can be overcome by directly measuring the 

time of arrival of the electrons relative to the RF. This was done at SLAC and at the German 

electron synchrotron laboratory (DESY) in earlier experiments utilizing nonlinear mixing of 

the laser radiation with the transient electric field of the electrons. Electro-optic (EO) 

sampling measured the electron bunch arrival times relative to a synchronized external laser. 

Re-timing the data based on the measured arrival times then gave sub-100 fs timing resolution 

even though the actual temporal jitter was hundreds of femtoseconds [10–12]. 



 

 

 

Fig. 1. , Pump-probe time-delay dependent ion time-of-flight (ToF) spectra of molecular 

nitrogen. (a) ToF spectrum near m/q = 14 and m/q = 7, where m and q are the mass and charge, 

respectively, of the ion fragment. Negative delay indicates that the optical pulse precedes the 

x-ray pulse. Periodic rotational alignment features are clearly visible in all peak structures. The 

inset plots show line-outs of the m/q = 14 ToF spectrum at various laser delays: t = −8.5 ps (b) 

nitrogen molecules anti-aligned with respect to the spectrometer axis, t = −8.0 ps (c) nitrogen 

molecules aligned along spectrometer axis, and t = 1 ps (d) x-ray pulse precedes laser pulse (no 

alignment). 

The LCLS has developed an alternative but similar solution based on two resonant RF 

phase cavities (PCAV-1 and PCAV-2). These resonant cavities measure the electron bunches 

as they pass through on their way to the electron dump just after the laser undulator. A 

reference harmonic of the phase cavity is then used to lock the optical laser source to the 

average arrival time of the electron bunch. Single-shot phase analysis of these same phase 

cavities provides a measure of the single-shot bunch arrival time. 

The electron synchronization is necessary but not sufficient to ensure synchronization of 

laser/x-ray pump/probe pulses in LCLS experiments. In this study, we used ultrafast 

molecular processes with sub-10 fs x-rays and sub-100 fs optical laser pulses to analyze the 

synchronization in this setup. In the optical pump/x-ray probe geometry, we induced 

impulsive molecular alignment initiated by the optical laser. Photoionization of neutral N2 by 

an ultrafast LCLS x-ray pulse induced Coulomb explosion of the molecule producing singly 

and multiply charged fragments that were observed in an angle-apertured ion time-of-flight 

spectrometer (Fig. 1a-d). In the x-ray pump/optical probe geometry, we observed the IR laser-

triggered dissociation of x-ray produced quasi-bound N2
2+

 dications. We find the long term 

timing jitter between the x-ray and optical pulses to be 280 fs full width at half-maximum 

(FWHM), or 120 fs root-mean-squared deviation (RMS). 

In this paper we first present the measured electron timing information and show how this 

data is used to synchronize the optical laser with the electron bunch time arrival times. We 

then show the results of several pump-probe experiments performed at the LCLS and provide 

some insight into the relative timing stability between the x-ray and optical laser pulses. 

2. Timing the electrons 

The electron bunch arrival time (BAT) signal at the LCLS undulator hall was measured with 

two S-band, 2805 MHz, resonant cavities (PCAV-1 & 2) excited by the passing electron 

bunch. The periodic electric field induced in the RF has a phase that is related to the arrival 



 

 

time of the electron bunch. This phase was compared to the known phase of a stabilized 

frequency reference running at 476 MHz, and this difference was used to derive the BAT with 

respect to the stabilized RF source. Software feedback periodically adjusted the phase of the 

476 MHz reference to match the average measured beam arrival times to compensate for long 

term drifts. The drift-corrected 476 MHz broadcast signal from this oscillator was transmitted 

over an interferometrically stabilized fiber distribution system to a receiver in the Laser Hall 

that locks the laser to this RF source. 

 

Fig. 2. , Electron bunch arrival time data for a typical run. (a) Histogram of measured BATs 

for both phase cavities. (b) Histogram of BATs for phase cavity two showing the BATs in 

more detail and a standard deviation of ~112 fs. (c) Time series plots of both phase cavities for 

successive shots while the machine was running at 30 Hz. The blue trace shows the measured 

BAT times for phase cavity one while the green trace shows the measured BAT times for 

phase cavity two (displaced by 0.75 ps for clarity). The dashed lines denote one second 

intervals. We see that over these short time scales the standard deviation of either cavity is 

~100 fs. 

Figure 2a shows the single-shot bunch arrival times for the two phase cavities for over 55 

thousand consecutive LCLS pulses. The running mean values are used to re-synchronize the 

optical laser at ~1 second intervals. The variation of the BATs from the mean therefore 

indicates the shot-to-shot temporal jitter in the x-ray arrival time with respect to the 476MHz 

RF distribution. It was found in post processing the data that the software used to determine 

the phase of the first RF cavity had an intermittent phase wrapping problem due to a 

miscalibration for the low bunch charges that were used. The phase wrapping caused 

intermittent noise to be added to some of the shots for this cavity. This noise both broadens 

the observed timing uncertainty and skews the timing correlation plot above. This lack of 

correlation limited their use to improve the overall timing system response. These technical 

problems have now been resolved, and this situation is therefore expected to improve. We 

show a histogram of the measured raw BATs from the most stable phase cavity (PCAV-2) in 

Fig. 2b. This histogram indicates that the arrival time of the e-beam jitters with a standard 

deviation of about 112 fs (FWHM of 260 fs). However, this jitter includes both short term and 

long term drifts in the accelerator. Since the laser is locked to the electron beam timing at ~1 

second intervals the jitter over this time scale is more relevant than the overall jitter. The 

measured BAT times from PCAV-2 plotted over successive one second time intervals is 

shown in Fig. 2c. On this shorter time scale the e-beam jitter has a standard deviation of ~100 

fs which demonstrates that the long term drifts in the timing system are well compensated. 

Thus, the inherent uncorrected standard deviation (root-mean-square) jitter present in the 

machine is on the order of 100 fs. 



 

 

The BAT signals can be used in post-processing to correct the timing values on a shot-by-

shot basis, similar to the use of electro-optic timing measurements at the SLAC Sub-

Picosecond Pulsed Source (SPPS) and the Hamburg VUV free electron laser facility 

(FLASH). In this case, the synchronization hardware and software are capable of sub-50 fs 

RMS errors [3]. This is the current best case precision of the arrival of the electron bunch 

relative to the RF. 

3. Timing the laser 

The optical laser is synchronized by a stabilized fiber optic timing system described in Ref 

[13]. This system locks a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire oscillator to the 476 MHz RF reference 

derived from resonant RF cavities. This synchronizes the laser oscillator to the average 

electron bunch arrival time. The Ti:Sapphire amplifier and the transport and optical elements 

to the experiment are not contained within the feedback loop. 

 

Fig. 3. , LCLS near experimental hall laser timing system. A signal derived from the average 

electron beam time of arrival measured in the undulator hall is transmitted through a stabilized 

fiber system and used to synchronize the optical laser oscillator in the near-experimental hall 

that is hundreds of feet away. The oscillator pulses are then amplified, converted to beam rate, 

and transported to the experiment and timing jitter from these processes are not compensated 

by the timing system. 

Figure 3 shows how timing information passes through the system. The phase cavity 

system provides both 2856 MHz and 476 MHz signals whose spectral phases change 

according to the bunch arrival time. The timing transmitter (TX) in the Near-Experimental 

Hall (NEH) sends 2856MHz reference signals over optical fiber to two receivers, one in the 

undulator hall near the phase cavities and one near the Ti:Sapphire oscillator in order to 

synchronize the two receivers with each other. Each receiver (RX) is a phase comparator 

between two RF inputs: the fiber reference signal; and either a photodiode harmonic signal of 

the same frequency, or an RF reference from the phase cavity system. In the scheme of Fig. 3, 

the comparison made at the undulator hall receiver between the 2856 MHz signal from the 

phase cavity and a 2856 MHz reference from the NEH transmitter controls the 476MHz RF 

sent back to the transmitter. This resynchronizes the reference 2856 MHz from the NEH 

transmitter to the phase cavity signal. Thus the receiver near the laser is also in 

synchronization with the phase cavity signal since it receives the updated reference RF from 

the transmitter. The receiver near the laser compares the reference with an RF signal derived 

from the 68MHz pulse train emitted from the mode-locked laser oscillator. A photodiode 

feeds a band-pass filter that transmits the harmonic signal at 476MHz. This is multiplied by 

six to produce a signal at 2856MHz, which is compared to the reference. The phase difference 

is used to generate a control signal that drives a piezo-electric actuated end-mirror in the 

Ti:Sapphire oscillator to keep the laser synchronized to the reference RF, i.e., synchronized to 

the average bunch arrival time measured by the phase cavity system. We used an additional 

adjustable laser-to-reference phase signal to add arbitrary phase to the locking loop in order to 



 

 

achieve simultaneous arrival of the laser and the x-rays in the experimental region without the 

use of long optical delay lines. 

The bandwidth of the timing synchronization system is limited to approximately 800 Hz. 

This is primarily due to the mass of the oscillator cavity end mirror as well as the capabilities 

of the piezo-electric actuators. This relatively small bandwidth has a profound impact on the 

control system’s ability to compensate for in-loop jitter. The time averaged in-loop jitter is 

measured by observing the drift in the difference between the 476 MHz harmonic of the 

oscillator diode and the RF reference that is locked to the electron BAT times. With a 1 kHz 

measurement bandwidth the time averaged in-loop jitter is about 25 fs RMS, which shows 

that low frequency contribution to the overall jitter is well compensated by the 800 Hz system 

bandwidth. However, at a > 10 kHz measurement bandwidth the time averaged jitter grows to 

be 120 fs RMS, demonstrating that a significant degree of uncompensated jitter is present in 

the system. This can perhaps be compensated for in the future by using a large-bandwidth 

cavity mirror or to slightly modulate the oscillator laser pump power since both of these 

techniques have been used in the past to achieve sub 1 fs timing jitter in oscillators over 

relatively wide bandwidths in other systems [14,15]. 

4. Experiment and results 

The first pump-probe experiment used to commission the timing system at LCLS was the 

study of x-ray ionization and dissociation of laser-aligned molecular nitrogen [6]. The laser is 

used to impulsively align the molecules via rotational Raman scattering approximately ~8.4 

ps prior to the x-ray pulse, and the width of the alignment revival feature requires the laser 

and x-rays to be synchronized to better than 400 fs. Moreover, the physics of x-ray absorption 

in N2 also leads to transient effects that can be used to test the synchronization at a level of 

approximately 75 fs. 

 

Fig. 4. , Experimental setup showing nitrogen molecules aligned along the iToF axis. The 800 

nm alignment laser impulsively aligns molecules along its polarization. X-rays from the LCLS 

then dissociate these molecules. Nitrogen ions that are emitted towards the repeller plate are 

directed back towards the iToF, resulting in a time delay difference between these ions and 

those that are emitted towards the iToF initially. 

The experiment was performed at the AMO end station of the LCLS [16]. The 

experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 4. Supersonic expansion of nitrogen with a backing 

pressure of 3 bar through a 100 µm diameter nozzle and a 200 µm diameter skimmer 

produced a molecular beam. The target volume contained a nearly uniform molecular density 

of ~10
13

 cm
−3

 and the target gas had a rotational temperature of approximately 20 K. The 800 

nm laser pulse used to align the molecular gas had a pulse energy of ~400 µJ, a repetition rate 

of 360 Hz, and a duration of ~60 fs in a quasi-flat top pulse, which was measured by 

autocorrelation after the experimental run. It was not possible to obtain direct optical 

autocorrelation information at the interaction region during the run. The pulse could have 

been as long as 75 fs due to imperfections in the optical path and dispersion in the intra-



 

 

vacuum optics. The LCLS x-ray pulses had approximately 10
11

 photons per pulse, a photon 

energy of ~1050 eV, a repetition rate of 30 Hz, and a focal area of roughly 3 µm
2
 as measured 

by optical damage tests. 

The ions were detected at the 30 Hz LCLS beam rate in a standard ion time-of-flight 

(iToF) apparatus [17,18] that was usually operated in Wiley-McLaren configuration with a 

~150V/cm extraction field. The iToF extractor electrode contained a 1 x 10 mm slit oriented 

orthogonal to the incident x-ray direction. The iToF axis was perpendicular to both the x-ray 

polarization and the molecular beam. A 500 mm lens located just outside the vacuum 

chamber focused the optical laser to a ~75 µm diameter spot. This beam was combined with 

the x-rays in a co-propagating geometry using a dielectric mirror with a 2mm central hole for 

the x-rays. The residual transmitted optical light was collected with an identical dielectric 

mirror and imaged on a CCD camera for remote inspection of the position at the focal 

volume. We estimate a peak optical intensity of ~5 x 10
13

 W/cm
2
 in the target volume, which 

at the target gas rotational temperature of 20K is predicted by our simulations to give a degree 

of alignment corresponding to <cos
2
(θ) >~0.7. We varied the relative optical/x-ray delay with 

an optical delay line with a 1 µm (6.6 fs) position precision. Typical scans consisted of ~1000 

x-ray pulses per time step where each x-ray pulse produced roughly 30 ion counts on the 

detector. A typical time delay scan is shown in Fig. 1. 

The synchronization of the aligning laser “pump” and the x-ray laser “probe” was 

determined in several steps, which was completed within two hours. First, photoionization of 

molecular nitrogen by both beams in the overlap region provided a coarse ~1ns timing signal 

for this adjustment. Once the coarse timing was completed we moved the optical laser pulse 

to be early with respect to the x-ray pulse. In this configuration the optical laser could 

impulsively align the nitrogen along the laser’s polarization direction [19]. The x-rays at later 

times then photo-dissociated the molecules and the ion fragments were detected. For 

dissociating nitrogen molecules aligned along the detector axis, as shown in Fig. 4, the 

extracting field collects both fragments, but their opposite momenta lead to different ion paths 

and different arrival times at the detector. The width of these two iToF distributions indicates 

the degree of alignment. The atomic ion fragments from dissociating molecules aligned 

perpendicular to the detector axis are mostly blocked by the slit aperture in the extractor 

electrode, and therefore do not contribute to the ion signal. The transient alignment repeats at 

the fundamental rotational revival period of 8.4 psec, and the revivals continue for 

nanoseconds. 

Figure 5a shows the pump-probe time delay dependent iToF spectrum in the vicinity of 

m/q = 14. The central region of the peak has strong contributions from the quasi-bound 

molecular nitrogen dication, N2
++

. The broader peaks on each side represent dissociating 

singly charged atoms, whose momenta toward or away from the detector are recorded by 

negative or positive ToF differences relative to the peak center, respectively. The variation of 

the spectrum with time delay shows the effect of laser-induced alignment, as follows: 

Negative time delays correspond to the arrival of the optical laser pulse before the x ray pulse. 

At these times the optical laser can impulsively align the ensemble. The peak alignment 

occurs approximately 200 fs following the laser pulse. This process is easily observed in Fig. 

5 as a significant increase in the size of the peak wings. A detailed plot of the molecular 

alignment near the half revival is shown in Fig. 5b. The molecular alignment was observed by 

dividing the integrated wing region by the integrated central portion of the m/q = 14 (N
+
 or 

N2
++

) feature. This value is sensitive to the molecular alignment since molecular dissociation 

is fast compared to the rotational timescale in our experiment (axial recoil approximation). 

Ions that are emitted nearly parallel to the spectrometer axis in either forward (towards the 

detector) or backward (away from the detector) direction form the wings of the iToF peak, 

and they travel the shortest and longest distances, respectively. A preferential alignment of 

the molecules along the spectrometer axis in the moment of inner-shell photoionization 

directly translates into an enhancement of the iToF peak wings compared to the center 



 

 

portion. This effect is strongly enhanced by the narrow slit aperture in the ion spectrometer. 

The periodic revival structure shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 5b results from the free evolution and 

rephasing of rotational wave packets that were produced by the optical laser. The steepest 

feature corresponds to a rapid change from alignment to anti-alignment at the half revival, at a 

delay of approximately 4.25 ps. A computer simulation of the rotational revival structure 

using the experimental parameters has good qualitative agreement with the data, confirming a 

peak alignment of <cos
2
(θ) >~0.7. Additionally, when the iToF data were re-binned using the 

electron BAT data from PCAV-2 as a reference, there was a slight improvement in the 

measurement fidelity (Fig. 5b red curve). The alignment and anti-alignment peaks are better 

resolved with time re-binning and the peaks become smoother which is expected from 

molecular alignment, and 50 fs is the shortest time bin that makes any significant 

improvement of the alignment signal. Such re-binning could be used at the LCLS in the future 

to increase the temporal fidelity of pump probe experiments. 

 

Fig. 5. , The ion ToF spectrum. (a) The N2
++ molecules appear as a sharp central feature in the 

m/q = 14 peak in this spectrum while the dissociated atomic ions are displaced by the 

momentum imparted by coulomb explosion. When the optical laser pulse succeeds the x-ray 

pulse (positive delays), the N2
++ fraction is decreased by strong-field induced dissociation of 

the dication. Transient molecular alignment along and perpendicular to the spectrometer axis 

leads to alternating enhancement in the peak wings and peak center. (b) The black curve is the 

trace of the ratio of the integrated N+/N2
++ peak wings to the integrated central portion showing 

detailed molecular alignment structure near the molecular half revival. The red curve is a time 

re-binned data set using ~50 fs time bins showing improvement in the signal fidelity. (c) N2
++ 

center peak intensity vs. pump-probe time delay (black) after subtraction of atomic N+ signal 

contributions (see text). Strong-field dissociation of N2
++ by optical pulses that succeed the x-

ray pulse allows for a direct determination of the apparatus function and time zero by a 

corresponding drop in the N2
++ intensity. The blue curve is a Gaussian error function fit to the 

data with a FWHM of 283 fs that is expected to be dominated by the timing jitter between the 

laser and the x-rays. 

We determined the x-ray/optical apparatus function and the position of zero delay time by 

observing a different physical process in which the roles of pump and probe are reversed: the 

dissociation of x-ray-produced N2
++

 by an intense optical field. The formation of the nitrogen 

dication by x-ray core-level ionization and subsequent Auger relaxation (the so-called KLL 

process) occurs in the Auger relaxation lifetime of 6.4 fs [20]. This is the photoabsorption 

process that has the highest cross section at our x-ray photon energy of 1050 eV. The 

molecular dication has several long-lived “quasi-bound” metastable states [21–24], and 

produces a sharp spectral feature in the center of the m/q = 14 iToF peak as depicted in Fig. 5. 



 

 

If the intense optical laser comes after the x-ray pulse rather than before it, the laser can 

efficiently dissociate the dication into two nitrogen ions, either through resonant absorption or 

non-resonant predissociation. This produces an observable decrease in the N2
++

 peak in the 

iToF spectrum (Fig. 5c). Simulations of the self-amplified stimulated emission (SASE) 

process at LCLS operating in a low bunch charge mode show that the x-ray pulse envelope 

used in the study presented here is less than 10 fs [1–3], and likely to be shorter than the N2 

Auger decay time scale of approximately 6 fs. Any pump-probe cross-correlation is therefore 

dominated by the much longer optical pulse duration, ~75fs, and by the timing jitter between 

the x-ray and optical laser pulses. 

5. Discussion 

The N2
++

 signal is partially obscured by a substantial background of dissociating atomic ions, 

and this background is strongly dependent on the alignment of the molecular ensemble. To 

isolate the contributions from the dication, it was necessary to remove the dynamic effects of 

the alignment. The alignment signal is also apparent in the manifold of doubly ionized atoms 

at m/q = 7 (see Fig. 1a), and we used this to calibrate the background subtraction. The doubly 

charged atomic ions are mostly generated by core-ionization of molecules followed by Auger 

relaxation and dissociation into a doubly charged and neutral atomic fragment. This produces 

one ion in the iToF detector. The background process in the N2
++

 peak is ionization and Auger 

relaxation that leads to two singly charged fragments, and two counts in the detector. To 

correct for this background, we subtracted 1.8 times the baseline subtracted central N
++

 signal 

from the baseline subtracted N2
++

 signal. The fact that the multiplication factor is not exactly 

two is primarily due to the unequal branching ratios for producing the two ions as well as 

detector nonlinearities, and the factor of 1.8 provides the best fit between the alignment data 

around the quarter and half revivals. The resultant “corrected” central N2
++

 peak is shown as a 

function of laser delay in Fig. 5c. We observe a step function that we associate with the 

temporal overlap of the x-ray pulse and the laser pulse. The step location is consistent with 

the onset of the molecular alignment. A Gaussian error function was fit to the step feature and 

the related Gaussian was found to have a FWHM of 283 fs (120 fs RMS). We believe that 

this is an accurate representation of the timing jitter between the optical laser pulse and the x-

ray pulse, and this value is consistent with the uncompensated in-loop jitter from the laser 

system. 

6. Conclusion 

We have analyzed the timing performance of the LCLS x-ray free electron laser using the 

first x-ray-optical pump-probe experiments at the LCLS. We have probed the field-free 

impulsive molecular alignment of a diatomic molecule, N2, demonstrating the feasibility of 

using ultrafast optical lasers to align gas phase targets at ultrashort pulse x-ray sources. 

Furthermore, our analysis of the ionization and dissociation of N2 shows that timing 

synchronization between the optical and x-ray lasers can be achieved with precision better 

than 280 fs FWHM. However, the short pulse duration of LCLS, which is estimated to be less 

than 10 fs under some operating conditions, create an opportunity and a need for improved 

timing in the future. We believe that the main limiting factor in controlling the timing jitter 

was uncompensated jitter from the laser system and associated optical delay lines. This jitter 

can be corrected in post processing by measuring the optical laser beam arrival times at the 

experiment on a single shot basis or by increasing the bandwidth of the timing 

synchronization system. Our analysis shows that the jitter could be improved to better than 50 

fs if the electron BAT jitter were reduced to the electronic limit using existing techniques, and 

this timing information along with accurate laser time of arrival information could possibly 

push the overall time resolution down towards 50 fs. However, an important additional source 

of jitter in xFEL’s comes from the nonlinear x-ray generation process, which can change the 

position of the x-ray pulse relative to the peak electron current [25]. Techniques for dealing 



 

 

with this have been proposed recently [26]. An ideal timing system would clock both the x-

rays and the laser shot by shot basis using a single physical process in a pump probe 

geometry, similar to this experiment, but with very short timing resolution over several 

hundred fs. 
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